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EXPERIENCE
Magris prides itself on nearly fifty years of experience
as one of the leader manufacturer of hinged slat chains
and accessories in steel/stainless steel and thermoplastic
resin for conveyor belts used in packaging, bottling,
glass, pharmaceutical, chemical, food, mechanical industry, etc.

ITALIAN MANUFACTURE
The choice of chain materials has been specifically
studied by skilled specialists and developed in cooperation
with the main stainless steel and thermoplastic
manufacturers, as far as the final performance is granted
by chain tests which strictly conform to international
regulations, e.g. careful inspections carried out during
all the stages of production, whose quality is constantly
supported by technological researches.

Nowadays, the Magris team continues this activity
exporting all over the world through a qualified network
of agents and distributors and also a short delivery time
is granted through a warehouse containing large
quantities of the most required items (up to 1.000 metres
each chain type); non-stock and tailor-made orders
can be supplied in short term.
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Magris production range for conveyor belts includes:
- Steel/stainless steel hinged slat chains and belts;
- Thermoplastic hinged slat chains and belts.
- Sprockets and idlers, curves, magnetic corner tracks
guide rails profiles, accessories and components
in thermoplastic resin.

magris.com
MAGRIS On-Line
A continuous technological innovation is fundamental
for Magris. We apply this value to the technical properties
of our products, to the technologies that we use and develop,
to the industries that we supply and also to the service level
that we dedicate to our customers.
On our website you will always find updated information
on our products and you can download all our catalogues
and software.
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Aplikacje: łańcuchy płytkowe ze stali
material chains
PRODUCTS

APPLICATIONS

Depalletizer
Inliner / Combiner
Mass conveyors
FOOD
BEVERAGE
GLASS
BOTTLING
APPLICATIONS

Accumulations
Sterilizer / Rinser
Elevators / Loweretors
Incliner conveyors
Infeed packaging
machines
Packaging
machines

Packaging
products conveyors
Depalletizer
Inliner / Combiner
Mass conveyors
Accumulations
Sterilizer / Rinser
Elevators / Loweretors
GLASS
NO-RETURNABLES
BOTTLES

Palletizer
Blowing machines
Incliner conveyors
Infeed packaging
machines
Packaging machines
Packaging products
conveyors

DETERGENTS
COSMETICS
CHEMICALS
PHARMACEUTICAL
AUTOMOTIVE
MECHANICAL IND.
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Standard conveyors
Mass conveyors
Standard conveyors
Mass conveyors

Stainless
Steel
Ferritic
AISI 430
SS Series

Stainless
Steel
Hard Inox
SSH Series

Stainless
Steel
Hard Inox
rubberized
SSH
G Series

Stainless
Steel
HQ W.1.4589
SSX Series

Stainless
Steel
Austenitic
AISI 304
SSA Series

Stainless
Steel
Austenitic
AISI 316L
SSAA Series

Carbon Steel
S / SC Series

Gripper
1874 GV
Series

Aplikacje: łańcuchy płytkowe z tworzyw sztucznych
material chains
PRODUCTS

APPLICATIONS

Acetal
LFA /
WLF

Acetal
SP

Acetal
SL

Acetal PolyamAramidic mide
fiber AK
WRX

Acetal
AS

PolyproPolyester Polyester Rubber
pylene
PBT
HT
Top
PPB

Gripper

LBP

Biplanar

Depalletizer
Inliner / Combiner
Mass conveyors
Accumulations
CANS

Sterilizer / Rinser
Elevators / Loweretors
Incliner conveyors
Infeed packaging
machines
Packaging
machines

Packaging
products conveyors
Depalletizer
Inliner / Combiner
Mass conveyors
Accumulations

PET BOTTLES
Sterilizer / Rinser
FOOD BEVERAGE
Elevators / Loweretors
APPLICATIONS
Incliner conveyors
Infeed packaging
machines
Packaging machines
Packaging products
conveyors
Inliner / Combiner
Mass conveyors
GLASS BOTTLES
PRODUCTION

Accumulations
Sterilizer / Rinser
Elevators / Loweretors
Palletizer
Blowing machines

Standard conveyors
DETERGENTS
COSMETICS
PHARMACEUTICAL Mass conveyors
AUTOMOTIVE
MECHANICAL IND.
DAIRY IND.

Standard conveyors
Mass conveyors
Standard conveyors
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Every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this catalogue
but no liability can be accepted for any errors or omissions.
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